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THE SPIRITUALITY
OF TREES IN
LATER SEVENTEENTHCENTURY
HORTICULTURE
Sandra Sherman

ohn Evelyn's Acetaria, A Discourse of Sdiets (1699) winds
/
toward its conclusion in a conceit that makes vegetari^
anism-the practice of sallet-eating-seem not just
inescapable but, even if we avoid vegetables, a revelation of our place
in Creation;
(

Nor is it an inconsiderable speculation, that since all
flesh is grass (not in a figurative, but natural and real sense)
man himself, who lives on flesh, and I think upon no earthly
animal whatsoever, but such as feed on grass, is nourish'd
with them still; and so becoming an incarnate herb, and
innocent cannibal, may truly be said to devour himselfd

'John Evelyn,

A Discourse ofSallets (Tomes; Ptospect Books [1699] 1996), 82.
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As "an incarnate herb," man has turned into grass because animals that
he eats eat grass. To eat animals is thus to consume one's own
substance, inevitably if indirectly. In a beneficent paradox, meat-eating
reverses carnivorism. As part of the cycle of ingestion, carnivorism
makes the world innocent, a place where grass is the ultimate subsis
tence. The logic moUifies Evelyn's disgust at meat-eating, "reeking
[with] flesh of butcher'd and slaughter'd animals" (85). More pro
foundly, it suggests that even though meat-eating reeks, animals and
plants alter each other toward the good. Nature's components arte
fluid, potentially even unified, such that distinctions between animals
and plants can be substantially suppressed.
Against the mere "figurative" possibility that humans are vegeta
tion, Evelyn asserts an affinity that is "natural and real," a relationship
that, I shall argue, captivates passionate horticulturists in the last half
of the seventeenth century. The potential for men and plants to absorb
each other's qualities and reflect each other's image—^in every way to
affect each other deeply—^was integral to a horticulture that for all its
practical application still acknowledged metaphysics, specifically the
spiritual aspects of cultivating and hence contemplating plants.^ Such
spirituality is evident, for example, in Evelyn's Kakndarium Hoffense,
where a prospect of Eden tropes the hard, gritty work of sowing,
digging, dunging, and pmning: "As Paradise (tho' of God's own
Planting was no longer Paradise than the Man was put into it, to dress
it and to keep it; so, nor will our Gardens (as near as we can contrive
them to the resemblance of that blessed Abode) remain long in their
Perfection, unless they are also continually cultivated."^ For the ideal

^ Graham Parry refers to the period as "that fascinating time when the cultivation of the land could
be undertaken in a spirit of religious hopefulness." See "John Evelyn as Hortulan Saint," in
Michael Leslie and Timothy Raylor, eds., Culture and Cultivation in E,ar^ Modem England:Writing the
Land (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1992), 130-50, 130. In the same volume, see also
Michael Leslie, "The Spiritual Husbandryof JohnBeale," 151-72. See also Rebecca Bushnell, Green
Desire: Imagining Early Modem English Gardens (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2003). This type of
spiritual orientation—specifically tied to religion-is distinct from the beatus ilk tradition of happy
country hfe and retired rural existence, analyzed in Maren-Sofie Rostvig, The Happy Man: Studies
in the Metamorphoses of a Classical Ideal (New York: Humanities Press, 1962).
' Evelyn, Kakndarium Hortense: Or, the Gard'ner's Almanac, Directing what he is to do Monthly throughout
/fe Year(1664) in Guy delaBedoyere, ed..The Writings ofJohnEvelyn (Woodbridge, 1995), 347—408,
353. Evelyn observes that while a"Gard'ner's Work is never at an end," it "contributes to the most
serious Contemplation," 353. Restoring the Garden of Eden by planting aU known plants in
England, had anintense hold on seventeenth-century imaginations. See CharlesWebster, The Great
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husbandman, horticulture requires, and naturally inspires a commit
ment infused with spiritual objectives. If he cultivates his garden
according to rhythms ordained by God, the garden's responsewill unite
him with God, proving the power of plants to mediate—and
elevate—human life.
The perfect miscibility of humans and plants, the result of close
inspired encounters, underlies Andrew Marvell's "The Garden," in
which an Adamic gardener is so physically involved with plants—
Stumbling on melons as I pass.
Ensnared with flowers, I fall on grass
—that the botanic world conditions his perception, defining the
patterns of his thought,
annihilating aU that's made
To a green thought in a green shade.
The speaker ceases to discern distinctions between himself and plants,
as the whole world ("all that's made") merges into greenness shaped by
his mind.'^ Indeed, in "Upon the Hill and Grove at BiUborrow, trees
InstauTution: Science, SAedicine, and
1626—1660 (London: Duckworth, 1975), John Prest, Tihe
Garden of Eden: The BotanicGarden and the Ke-Creation of Paradise (New Haven:Yale University Press,
1981), John Dixon Hunt, "Evelyn's Idea of the Garden: A Theory for M Seasons," in Therese
O'Malley and Joachim Wolschke-Bulman, eds., ]ohn Evelyn's 'Elysium Britannicum" and European
Gardening (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1992), 269—88, Parry,
"John Evelyn as Hortulan Saint," and Sandra Sherman, "An Eden On a Plate," PeHts Propos
Culinaries 09 (2002), 70-91.
"The Garden" was written during the 1650s when Marvell was attached to the Fairfaxes in
Yorkshire. Compare these contemporary lines from "Upon Appleton House : How safe,
methinks, and strong behind/ These Trees have I incamp'd my Mind" (601—2), in which the mind
is literally tree-shaded. In William Vaughan's "Regeneration" (1650), entry upon a grove radically
alters what the speaker sees, inducing religious ecstasy:
Here, I reposed, but scarse well set,
A grove descryed
Of stately height, whose branches met
And mixt on every side;
I entered and once in
(Amaz'd to see't,)
Found all was chang'd, and a new spring
Did all my senses greet.
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themselves do not make such distinctions, and show fealty towards
MarveU's patron;
For they ('tis credible) have sense.
As We, of Love and Reverence,
And underneath the Courser Rind
The Genius of the house do bind.® (49-51)
This article suggests that in the period ranging from Marvell through
Evelyn (that is, from the mid- to late seventeenth century) transactions
between men and plants were seen as potentially profound, revealing
affinities between flesh and greenness Aat underlay such transactions.
This view, not confined to "figurative" expression in poetry, imbues
horticultural treatises, where it is focused on trees. It is integral to the
work of Evelyn, a Royalist and member of the Royal Society, and to
work by Ralph Austen, whose tracts promoting fruit trees were patron
ized by Samuel Hartlib, the Puritan reformer.'^ In both cases, the goal

In "John Evelyn as Hortulan Saint," Parry suggests that Efysium Britamkum, Evelyn's vast
unpublished horticultural treatise, "was essentially a garden of the mind...perhaps the whole was
a private, even secret, possession of the designer," 146. For other approaches to the cited passage
from MarveU, see Rostvig, "The Garden" in The Happ Matr, William Empson, Seven Types of
^«/faj»i^(NewYork:NewDirections,1966);andRosaUeCoUe, •MyEcchoingSongAndrewMamU's
Poeky of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970). For a closely related discussion,
linking Marvell to vitalistic theory,see John Rogers, The MatterofP^voIution: Science^ Poety, andPolitics
in the Age of Milton (Ithaca; Cornell University Press, 1996).
^One can keep multiplying examples of human/plant responsiveness, even in ostensibly
"scientific" prose. In PhilosophicalTetters (1664), Margaret Cavendish opines that sense and reason
characterize plants as well as animals; "Vegetables will as wisely nourish Man, as Men can nourish
Vegetables; Also some Vegetables are as malicious and Mischievous to Man, as Man is to one
another," 43. Doima Landty suggests that "the effect of Cavendish's argument is a democratizing
of relations" between humansand vegetables. See "Green Languages?Women Poets as Naturalists
in 1653 and 1807," HuntingtonUhratyQuarterly 63.4 (2000), 467-89,471. Cavendish also observes
that "all things, and therefore outward objects as well as sensitive organs, have both Sense and
Reason." See Philosophical Letters (1664), 18.
^ On the Hartlib circle,its politics, and the promotion of fruit trees, see Charles Webster, The Great
Instauration, esp. All-iS. On Hartlib and the general horticultural context, see Joan Thirsk, ed., The
Agrarian History of England and Wales, Vol. VII (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press,1985).See
also G. E. FusseU, TheOld EnglishFarmingBooksJromFitr^herbert to Tull, 1523-1730 (London; Crosby
Lockwood & Son, Ltd., 1947), 36—93, and Blanche Harvey, British Horticultural History Before 1800
(Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1975), Vol. I, ch. VI. The best study of Evelyn is O'MaUey and
Wolschke-Buknahn, cds.,John Evelyn's 'Elysium Britannicum."
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of this spiritualized arboriculture was to foster a reverence for trees, a
personal attachment that encouraged their planting and conservation/
Its premise was that trees must be treated as partners in Creation,
rather than "mere biotic objects that could be observed, analyzed, and
acted upon."^ I shall discuss the logic of this view. I intend to argue
that what appear like figurative usages, attributing subjectivity, linguistic
capacity, and even agency to trees, are attempts to describe how trees
process information and live with us in the world.
Dendrologia: An Historical Account of the Sacredness and Use of Standing
Groves (1706), was added by Evelyn as Book IV of Sylva, Or a Discourse
of Forest-Trees (1664), deepening that text's nascent spirituality. Sjlva
could not go far towards spiritualizing humans' relation to trees, since
it was a working document commissioned by the Royal Society for
restoring England's forests, decimated by years of deliberate clearing.
Dendrologia, on the other hand, was an intensely personal statement,
couched in classical mythology, poetry, druidical lore and Bible stories,
all tending to show that forests are spiritual places worthy of cultivation
for their own sake, albeit they had practical uses. Dendrologia exfoliates
into myriad reasons for empathizing with trees. Evelyn marvels, for
example, at how easily seedHngs yield to the husbandman, as if it were
their natural inclination to leave off wildness for a cultivated—almost
human—existence:
With what delight have I beheld this tender and
innumerable offspring repuUulating at the feet of an aged
tree! From whence the suckers are drawn, transplanted,
and educated by human industry, and, forgetting the ferity
of their nature, become civilized to all his employments.'

'For the folkloric background of reverencing trees, see Lesley Gordon, The Mystery and Mage of
Trees and Flowers (London: Grange Books, 1993), and Charles Aldritt, Tree Worship, with Incidental
Myths and Legends (Aukland: Strong and Ready Ltd., 1965). Tree lore is celebrated in a gorgeous
modem text, Marie-France Boyer's Tree-Talk: Memories, Myths, and Timeless Customs (London:
Thames and Hudson, 1996).
' Brian Walsh, Marianne Karsh, and Nik Ansell, 'Trees, Forestry, and the Responsiveness of
Creation," in Roger Gottlieb, ed.. This Sacred Earth: Reliffon, Nature, Environment (New York:
Routledge, 1996), 423-35,424.
'John Evelyn, Dendrologia (1706), Book IV oiSiha,5* ed. (1825), 364.
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While the passage expresses satisfaction in nature's being tamed, that
is, dominated by a skilled husbandman, Evelyn does not envision
namre that simply gives up namral inclinations.^" In becoming "civi
lized," nature moves toward man and acquires his qualities—^learning
and forgetting; in so doing, it shares his potential for surviving an
altered environment (in this case, altered by man). Trees assume a
reciprocity with the husbandman so intense, so involved with his wiU
that they adapt to it, deploying his own adaptive capacities; such
identification allows them to continue in their own, if altered environ
ment. In this setting, becoming "civihzed" allows trees to retain a place
in Creation that refiects its changing, demanding complexity." Like the
speaker in "The Garden," characterized both by greenness and
thought, these seedlings merge with Creation as "a green thought."
Evelyn is so taken with the porosity of namral boundaries that he
cannot help but wonder at the apparent ability of plants to penetrate,
or at least emulate the animal kingdom: "So astonishing and wonderful
is the organism, parts, and fiinctions of plants and trees, that some
have, as we said, attributed animal life to them, and conceived that they
were living creamres" (364).^^
Of course, one must ask this question: in describing trees'
reciprocity with humans, what sort of mental Mfe could Evelyn attribute
to them that corresponds to our own? Do trees really (not figuratively)
learn and forget? In a way, yes. Evelyn's pre-scientific terms may
stand in for a type of non-logical capacity to respond to stimuli and,
thereby, leave behind old modes of survival (old "habits," as it were).

On seventeenth-century attempts to dominate, and hence "civilize" nature in our image, see
Carolyn Merchant, Rsinventin^ Eden: The Fate of Nature in Western Culture (New York; Roudedge,
2003).
Transformational grammar relies on the tree metaphor to represent the "root or kernel structure
of language,which is transformed by theoperational rules of linguisticbranching into theabundant
crown of the surface structure of language." That is, trees have a perceived affinity to processes
of thought. See James Hernandez, "Trees of Knowledge of Self and Other in Culture; On Models
for the Moral Imagination," in Laura Rival, ed.. The SocialUfe of Trees:Anthropological Perspectives on
Tree Symbolism (Oxford: Berg, 1998), 81-110,97. For a recent iscussion of how trees respond to
our alterations of their environment, and in that sense evince an ability to process information
allied to thought, see Walsh, et. al, "Trees, Forestry, and the Responsiveness of Creation."
For a discussion of the cross-cultural appeal of tree symbolism, based on universal cognitive
assumptions about the porous (if not entirely open) boundaries between living things, see Maurice
Bloch, "Why Trees, Too, Are Good to Think With: Towards an Anthropology of the Meaning of
Life," in Laura Rival, ed.. The SocialUfe of Trees, 39-55, 44.
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Evelyn's trees do not make rational decisions the way we do, but their
growth patterns change in the direction of how they are nurtured (a
capacity that humans possess). Evelyn's observation focuses as much
on the gardener as it does on trees, and it is their interaction—the
gardener's success in inducing trees to process new information—that
entails the trees in changes to their patterns of growth. In this interac
tion, trees and humans display an affinity that makes sense of terms
denoting dendrological agency and capacity to think. It configures a
world in which men and plants communicate. Characteristic of such a
world are contemporary notions of vitalism, or animist materialism,
which imply "the infusion of all material substance with the power of
reason and self-motion. Energy or spirit, no longer immaterial, is seen
as immanent within bodily matter, and even nonorganic matter...is
thought to contain within it the agents of motion and change." The
idea, ultimately derived from Paracelsus, "sketched a map of the
creation that linked man and the universe in a self-contained economy
of interflux and exchange."" Paracelsus made it possible to posit a
"connection between the physical and organic and psychic world,
which led to ideas of agency distinct from those requiring an outside
motive force." As I hope to show, such ideas animate the discourse
under discussion here.
The affinity between the green world and flesh animates not just
the logic of Dendrologia, but the rhetoric:
[0]ur tree, like man, (whose inverted symbol he is,)
being sown in corruption, rises in glory, and by little and little
ascending into an hard erect stem of comely dimensions,
becometh a solid tower....For is it not plainly astonishing,
how these minute atoms, rather than visible eggs, should
contain the foems exquisitely formed, (even while yet

" See Rogers, Matter of Evolution, 1-2. On vitalism in its historical content, see also Carolyn
Merchant, The Death of Nature: Women, Ecohgf, and the Scientific 'Revolution (San Francisco:Harper and
Row, 1980), and JohnYolton, Thinking 'Matter. Materialism in Eighteenth-Centuiy 'Britain (Oxford;
Oxford University Press, 1984).
Rogers, Matter of Revolution, 10.
Charles Webster, From Paracelsus to Newton: Magic and the Making of Modem Science (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1980), 30. Cited in Rogers, Matter ofR^evolution, 10.
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wrapped in their secundines, like infants in the animal
womb,). (362)

Since Evelyn does not inhabit a world replete with specific, scientific
terms of art to describe plant development, he resorts to similes. But
his similes are chosen to reinforce human/arboreal affinities. Taking
off from the idea that Roman as well as early Christian rites took place
among trees and groves, Evelyn imagines contemporary religious
zealotry in arboreal terms:
The heathen chapels had the name of Fana, and from
their wild and fanatical reUgion, the professors of it were
called Fanatics-, a name well becoming some of the late
enthusiasts amongst us, who, when their quaking fits possess
them, resemble the giddy motion of trees, whose heads are
agitated with every wind of doctrine. (329)
Men's association with trees elicits behavior in which, by dint of a
tortured syntax, trees respond to doctrine and men sway like trees.The
statement is somewhat comic. Yet in both passages, Evelyn constructs
resonant homologies out of attributes shared respectively by the
arboreal and fleshy world. By implication, trees are not so distinct that
we can fail to live intimately with them as part of a moral community,
sharing a common fate. As if to emphasize how pervasive this
connection is, Evelyn applauds the seeming anomaly that "some
nations were wont to hang, not malefactors only, but their departed
friends, and those whom they most esteemed, upon trees, as so much
nearer to heaven" (340).^'^ By virtue of affinities between trees and men,
burial among trees is natural;
There are no places more fit to bury our dead in than
our gardens and groves, or airy fields, suh dio, where our beds

" Evelyn's perception resonates with modem ecological formulations. In The Fragile Species (New
York: MacmiUan, 1992), Lewis Thomas observes: "Mie most inventive and novel of all schemes
in nature, and perhaps the most significant in determining the great landmark events in evolution,
is symbiosis, which is simply cooperative behavior carried to its extreme. But something vaguely
resembling symbiosis, less comimtted and less ephemeral, a sort of wish to join up, pervades the
biosphere," 140.
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may be decked and carpeted with verdant and fragrant
flowers, trees, and perennial plants, the most natural and
instmctive hieroglyphics of our expected resurrection and
immortality; besides what they might conduce to the medita
tion of the living, and the taking of our cogitations from
dwelling too intendy upon more vain and sensual objects.
(341)
In the presence of the dead, trees extend our thoughts beyond the
rational and sensate; as "hieroglyphics" of immortality they point
through mystery toward ultimate concerns. In cemeteries, the contem
plation of trees returns us to humanity sub specie aetemitatis. The affinity
of trees and men is such that when graves are "planted about with
Cypress and other evergreens," the trees' constancy evokes "the virtues
and glorious actions of the persons buried" (342). For Evelyn, Ufe,
death, and resurrection-once played out on a tree-plays out among
trees for us aU, as when he memoriali2es the act of a friend who
appreciated arboreal burial: "The late elegant and accomplished Sir.
W[illiam] Temple, though he laid not his whole body in his garden,
deposited the better part of it, his heart, there" (344). Temple's gesture
is another version of merging physical, spiritualized humanity into a
grove, a "green thought in a green shade." Evelyn implies that he wiU
do likewise "if my executors will gratify me in what I have desired"
(344). In Dendrologia, Christianity itself merges with its origins in natural
reUgion, reverencing Creation as the numinous sum of aU natural
things.
In the wake of Parliamentarians' eager harvest of forests, which
Sjlva was meant to redress, Evelyn denounces "the sacrilegious
purchasers and disloyal invaders in this iron age amongst us, who, to
gratify an impious and unworthy avarice, have lately made so prodi
gious a spoil of those goodly forests, woods, and trees...once the
treasure and ornament of this nation."^^ In a very modern-sounding

" On the background of Sylva, including the condition of England's forests and the role of the
Parliamentarians therein, see Guy de la Bedoyere's introduction to the text in Bedoyere, ed., The
Writings of John Evelyn, 173-80. See also Thirsk, Agrarian Histoy, 314—17, 562-64, and Keith
Thomas, Man and the NaturalWorld: A Histoy of the Modem Sensibiliy (New York: Pantheon,1983).
Thomas argues that Royalist propagandists exaggerated the Parliamentarians' depredations, and
that Evelyn as well as others "represented tree-planting as a way of affirming a gendeman's loyalty
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take on forest management, he cites the ecological effects of overharvesting:
Barbadoes grows every year more torrid, and has not near the rain
it formerly enjoyed when it was better furnished with trees; and so
injamaica, at Gunaboa, the rains are observed to diminish as their
plantations extend: the like I could tell you of some parts of
England not far from hence.^® (360)
These two passages, in stark contrast to those lyrically describing our
affinity to trees, convey the consequences of failing to acknowledge
that relationship: we just go at forests with an axe, irrespective of
national inheritance or environmental damage. Dendroloffa is not,
therefore, just a meditation on arboreal spirituality; as a part of Sjlva, it
seeks to induce a sylvan mrn of mind, a recognition that man's place
among trees is such that we must neither harm nor dare do without
them. Notably, Evelyn terms Cromwell's arboreal profiteers "sacrile
gious." This reference to their Puritanism, repeating a charge made in
Sylva, is also to what Evelyn sees as violating an initial Edenic order in
which men understood how trees lead us to God:
From the very infancy of the world, in which Adam was
entertained in Paradise...intelligent persons have embraced
the solace of shady arbours, and all devout persons found
how namrally they dispose our spirits to religious contem
plations....

to the restored monarchy," 209. For a more nuanced discussion of this issue, see Simon Schama,
landscape and Memory (New York; Knopf,1995), arguing that English forests weredespoiled under
Cromwell. To the same effect but with different emphases, see Richard Grove, Green Imperialism:
Colonial Expansion, Tropical Island Edens and the Origins of Environmentalism (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1995). It is beyond dispute that pressure to cultivate more land, as well as
increased construction of ships, continued the deforestation begun in medieval times. See H. C.
Darby, "The Clearing of the Woodland in Europe," in WilliamThomas, ed., Man's Role in Chanffng
theFace of the Earth (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,1956), 183-216. E. M. Blaiklock points
out that when the navy was made of oak, 300,000 cubic feet of timber was required for a first-rate
man-o-war. Since oak logs were short and stumpy, one ship "could eat up 600 acres of oak forest."
See Green Shade (Wellington; A. H. & A. W. Reed, 1967), 33.
" Evelyn's comment reflects local efforts to limit soil erosion in the wake of clearance for
plantations. See Grove, Green Imperialism, 5, 67.
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Paradise itself was but a kind of nemorous temple, or
sacred grove, planted by God himself, and given to man...a
place consecrated for sober discipline, and to contemplate
those mysterious and sacramental trees, whichthey were not
to touch with their hands; and in memory of them, I am
inclined to believe, holy men...might plant and cultivate
groves, where they traditionally invoked the Deity. (324,326)
If trees draw us closer to God, and men plant trees to memorialize the
primal state in which God, trees, and humans were intimate, then it is
literally sacrilegious to fell a tree out of greed. Such cmelty distances the
world from God, destroying namre's chapels. For Evelyn, stewardship
requires conviction that trees are a vehicle of continuing Revelation.^'
The idea permeates Evelyn's vast, unpublished horticulmral manu
script, Eljsium Britannicum, which states in the section on groves:
[W]e find it by experience, & professe it that there is
nothing strikes a more awfull & soUemne reverence into us,
then the gloomy umbrage of some majesticaU groves of
goodly and taU trees. Such as the oake, elme, etc... .extreamely apt to compose the mind, and infuse into it a kind of
natural! Devotion, disposing to prayer, and profound medita
tion.^'

"Compare William Vaughan's "Religion" (1650):
My God, when I walke in those groves.
And leaves thy spirit doth still fan,
I see in each shade that there growes
An Angell talking with a man.
20

John Evelyn, Elysium Britannicum, orThe BoyalGardens, ed.John Ingram (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 2001), 156. In Green Desire, BushneU notes that during the Renaissance, it
was commonplace to claim that "the garden was where you could come at once to know God,
man, and nature," 101. In this regard, she cites the trope of nature as "the book of God"; the
pursuit of garden work as a means to contemplation; and growing interest in scientific inquiry. On
"reading" nature allegorically, see Hugh Richmond, Renaissance Eandscapes: English lyrics in a
European Tradition (The Hague, 1973), and Stanley Stewart, The Enclosed Garden:The Traditionand the
in Seventeenth-Century Poetry (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1966).
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"A kind of naturall Devotion" is devotion to nature that issues in
devotion to God. Inspired by nature's sublimity, such devotion is
ultimately calming, "apt to compose the mind," readying it for prayer
and contemplation. Unlike the violence of arboreal sacreligion,
devotion engendered by trees is sacrabzed stillness. To reverence trees
is to find mental peace.
In "Elysium Britannicum, Evelyn compiles claims that trees have
tempered the most warlike instincts, inducing a reverent calm:
P]be great Xerxes bimselfe when be passed through
Archaia would not touch a Grove which was dedicated to
Jupiter, commanding his army to do it no violence. The like
they did when the Persians were put to flight by Pausanias;
though they might have sav'd their lives by it as appears by
the story: Hercules would not so much as tast the waters of
the Aegetian Groves after he slewe Cacus though extreamely
thursty Nor in such places durst they hunt, unlesse it were
to kill something for a Sacrifice, as Avianus tells us; whence
Straho reports that in the Aeolian Grove dedicated to Diana
the beasts were so tame that the Wolves & Staggs fed together
like lambs, and would foUow a man licking his hands as he
walked without any feare. (154)
Whether or not Evelyn believed any of this, he clearly meant to provide
a genealogy of belief, demonstrating that groves have traditionally been
viewed as sites off limits to violence. Warriors and wild animals enter
history—at least mythologized history—subdued by trees, changed
fundamentally to do no harm. Their forbearance spares not just men
and animals, but trees themselves. The rest of nature is overawed by
trees. Men and animals would be like trees-that is, at peace—even as
they are more conscious, aware that peace is proper among trees.
Groves impose discipline that we instinctively apprehend. One reason
we respond so to trees is that we share their origins in "the common
Terme and the pit from whenc we were dug," so that we are in that
sense distant kin: "We aU came out of this parsly bed" (31). That all life
derives from earth, and can make claims on other forms based on
shared derivation, is a radical, heterodox thought for a seventeenth-
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century Christian imbued with the idea of man's special creation.^^ It
suggests how strongly Evelyn felt his own affinity to trees.
Indeed, it suggests that Evelyn empatheticaUy imputed sensation
to trees, an ability to feel what they cannot express. But what sort of
empathy is possible with trees? Trees accumulate history, getting taller
and fatter; their "memories" are physical. They stand in one place, not
defending themselves. Though they often re-sprout when chopped
down, and clearly reproduce, their offspring do not know them. Even
more so than animals, which also (for the most part) lack conscious
ness, trees are only ambiguously alive. Such ambiguity extends, in fact,
to wood, which bears traces of life even after a tree is chopped down.
Yet while trees do not emote, their appearance of never quite dying—^if
never quite being alive—gives trees a mystery that draws us to them,
that serves as a basis for empathy by projection. By mediating life and
death, by making death seem less final, trees make immortality
plausible. As exemplars, trees ease the mind in the face of death. They
serve a sacred function that, Evelyn suggests, has always been (and
must be) respected.^^ If we share an origin with trees, we can hope to
share in their capacity to negotiate the terms of nonexistence.
Horticultural discourse of the period fell naturally into similes that
saw men and trees in common terms, the one an image of the other.
If Evelyn viewed man as the "inverted symbol" of a tree, so WiQiam
Lawson points out that trees and men are both kept alive by vital

On classic Christianity's anthropocentric view of ecoiogicai responsibility, see John F. Haught,
"Christianity and Ecology" in Gottlieb, ed.. ThisSamdEarth,270-85. In 'RmnventingEden, Carolyn
Merchant states that "the Genesis stories provide two ethical alternatives, dominion and
stewardship—^both of which are anthropocentric. They do not explicitly acknowledge
nonanthropocentric ethics, such as ecocentrism in which humanity is only one of a number of
equal parts—an ecocentric ethic; nor is biocentrism a possibility,in which value is groimded in life
itself, rather than being centered on humanity," 25-26. See also Lynn White's seminal "The
Historical Origins of Our Ecological Crisis" in the same volume, 184—93. In Green Imperialism,
Grove takes issue with this assessment, but concedes that Calvinism's advent in seventeenthcentury Europe encouraged the idea that knowledge of natural world was a path to knowing God.
^ On wood as ambiguously aUve, see several studies in Laura Rival, ed.. The Social Life of Trees. The
role of trees' as mediator between Mfe and death resonates in the traditional figure of the Green
Man, the "symbol of Mfe and death...masked by leaves that sprouted from his mouth and nostrils,
as he can still be seen in medieval carvings"in French and English cathedrals. See Boyer, Tree-Talk,
64.
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fluids.In A New Orchard and Garden: Or, The best way for Planting
Graffin^ and to make any Ground good for a PJch Orchard (1676), Lawson
describes the problems of planting trees against a waU, which interferes
with the flow of sap and produces a deadness like that in a man's limb
when the blood is cut off:
For in the body of man, the leaning or lying on some
member, whereby the course of blood is stopt, makes that
member as it were dead for the time, till the blood remrn to
his course, and I think, if that stopping should continue any
time, the member will perish for want of blood, (for the life
is in the blood) and so indanger the body; so the sap is the
life of the Tree, as the blood is to man's Body: neither doth
the Tree in Winter (as is supposed) want his sap, no more
than man's Body his blood, which in Winter, and time of
sleep, draws inward: so that the dead time of Winter, to a
Tree, is but a night of rest: for the Tree at all times, even in
Winter, is nourish'd with sap and growth as well as man's
body. (7)
Lawson's simile teaches horticulture by empathy. Everyone has
experienced an arm or leg that has "fallen asleep" because of pressure,
and can identify with a tree that, squee2ed against a wall, is deprived of
sap that keeps it alive. While it was commonplace to ascribe bodies to
trees, Lawson's application of the idea, comparing sap to blood in
order to discourage planting of wall-fruit, infuses this poetical notion

^ From an anthropological perspective, recurrent analogies between trees and men are not just
figurative. Laura Rival observes that "the resulting associations between, for example, sap and
blood, leaves and hair, Hmbs and arms, bark and skin, or trunk and the human body should not
be taken as merely analogical, for they establish a kind of identity between signifier and signified."
She notes further that in some culmres trees stand for the soul, so that "the analogy between tree
and body may thus extend to less obviously material parts of the human person, such as the self,
the spirit...the personality." See "Trees, from Symbols of Life and Regeneration to Political
Artefacts," in Rival, ed.. The Social Life of Trees, 1-38, 10, 11. For a detailed examination of
human/tree correspondences, emphasizing stages in their respective life cycles, see in the same
volume Rodolfo Giambelli, "The Coconut, the Body and the Human Being. Metaphors of Life
and Growth in Nusa Penda and Bali," 133-57.
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with practical pedagogy.^'' Though Lawson could just have shown that
walls decrease the flow of sap, how much more immediate-and
effective-to recall us to the last time our own limbs went numb. The
pedagogy works because Lawson plausibly construes the consequences
of our commonality with trees, and hence the need to refrain from
violently contorting them in ways that shorten their lives.The
horticultural text becomes a vehicle for promoting production of fruit
wherein the producer is conscious of an affinity with trees, and thus
closer to an edenic ideal.
No treatise on fruit trees more strenuously pursues this ideal than
Ralph Austen's A Dialogue Between the Husbandman and the Fruit Trees
(1676), which in the "Epistle to the Reader" makes the case that

On trees having bodies much as men do, no formulation is more affecting than Margaret
Cavendish's "A Dialogue between an Cake, and a Man cutting him downe," with its hint of the
tree's Christiike suffering. After reciting how it has sheltered the man, the tree argues:
And wiU you thus requite my Loee, Good Will,
To take away my Ufe, and Boi^ kill?
For all my Care, and Service I have past.
Must f be cut, and laid on Fire at last?
And thus true Fove you cruelly have slaine.
Invent allwaies to torture me -vAiFpaine,
First you do peele my Barke, and flay my Skinne,
Hew downe my Boughes, so chops off every Umb,
With Wedges you do peitce my Sides to wound.
And with your Hatchet knock me to the ground,
I minc'd shall be in Chips, and peeces small.
And thus doth Man reward good Deeds withall.
See Poems and Fancies (1653), 66-70, 66-67. Cavendish admired Evelyn, and in 1670 wrote to
him complimenting Sylvcr. "[Yjou have planted a forest full of delight and profit, and though it is
large through number and variety, yet you have enclosed it with elegancy and eloquence...."Cited,
inBedoyere, Writings ofJohnFvelyn, 175. For a discussion ofcontemporary talking trees, see Charles
Larson, "Fairfax's Wood: Marvell and Seventeenth-Century Trees," Durham University JoumaliOA
(1987), 27-35. The correspondence between the bodies of trees and of men bears a faint
resemblance to the doctrineof "signatures," popularized during the Renaissance. The doctrine held
that by observation (especially of look-alike features) one could determine the purpose of a plant
in God's creation and its usefulness in curing diseases. See Lesley Gordon, The Mystery and Magic
of Trees and Flowers. Compare Carolyn Merchant's proposed formula for an environmental ethic in
BeinventingEdem "Rather than speaking about nature as a machine to be inanipulated, a resource
to be exploited, or an object top be studied and transformed, nature becomes a subject. Both
nature and humans will have voices, and both voices will be heard," 229.
On the pedagogical practice of early gardening texts, see Rebecca Bushnell,^ Culture of Teaching:
Early Modem Humanism in Theory and Practice (Ithaca: Cornell, 1996).
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communing with trees leads to knowledge of God and better horticul
ture:
pV[]en that are endued with Reason, and understanding
.. .must look higher [than do animals], and make another use
of Fruit-trees, than meerly for temporall Profit, and Pleasures-.
Men must discourse with Fruit-trees, having learned to under
stand their Fanguage which though it be not Articulate, and
distinct to the outward sence of hearing, in the sound of words,
yet they speake plainly, and distinctly to the inward sence, the
understanding. The soul hath its sences, as well as the body; the
soul doth really hear, see &c. as well as the body: so that we
may learn from Fruit-trees many good lessons, and usefuU
instructions; they being Creatures, that are alwaies speaking,
and alwaies speake the truth, both for the glory of God, and
the good of men.^'^ (it-P-)
Austen challenges husbandmen to think like trees, or rather to deploy
both inward and outward faculties so as to understand trees' role in
Creation.Trees are mediators, literally having a say ("alwaies speaking")
in how we apprehend God's intent as manifest in them. We must
therefore be conscious of trees, so attuned to their rhythms and
requirements that we respond to "their Languagef and apply their
"lessons" and "instructions." (These lessons are "alwaies.. .the truth").
The admonition entails ecological modesty, decentering man in the
management of nature so that plants and men grow together mutually.
Empathy for trees,which in Dendrologiaissues in respect for their peace,
is here more active, and focused on actually raising trees successfully.
Austen is clear regarding what he means by such empathic activity: "to
confer, anddiscourse mthFruit-trees...and to receive instmctions from them,
not only as to temporall Profits, but Spiritual also, it is, in a Rational,
serious, and Spiritual manner, to considerthem, and dive, and search into their
Natures, and Properties-, as we may observe, and gather by Experience,
from year, to year" (n.p.). We learn about trees by paying attention to

^ The passage resonates with John Davies's Nosce Teipsum (1599), which states in stanza 109:
"Sense outsides knows: the Soul through all things sees...Sense sees the bark, but she the life of
trees." Where Datries is purely figurative, however, Austen intends a more practical meatting.
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how they are made and what they do. "TheirLangmge" translates to our
experience of them, a felt understanding based on long acquaintance.
An espaliered tree (a tree against a wall) is not something that, "by
Experience," we find in nature.^'' Austen's own"Languagi' is grounded
in die empirical. While it resonates poetically, Austen ultimately insists
on its capacity to order experience. It is meant to suggest ways to
understand trees such that we can better raise them.
As the Dialogue
the trees discuss sympathy and antipathy
among vegetables, noting for example that:
There is a real Antipathy in Nature, between some trees,
which are of Different species: & therefore will never thrive
together when joyned in Grafting....They may grow 2. Or 3.
yeares but wiU never thrive to perfection; there is onAntipatly
in Nature, and they reject each other; And therefore let men
in grafting observe right species, and kinds in joyning us
together; else no profit will accrue to the Husbandman. (5)
The passage, together with Austen's general advice, opposes the
horticultural utopianism of Sir Francis Bacon's fantasy, New Atlantis
(1626). There, the inhabitants of Solomon's House practice "all
conclusions of grafting and inoculating, as well of wild-trees as fruittrees, which produceth many effects. And we make (by art) in the same
orchards and gardens, trees and flowers to come earlier or later than
their seasons; and to come up and bear more speedily than by their
natural course they do."^® Austen would have us follow the trees' own
promptings, which they justify in terms that appropriate attributes of
conscious life:

^ In Baptii^ed Into Wilderness: A Christian Perspective onJohn Muir {Manticyohn PCnox Press, 1987),
Richard Austin notes that the great patron of forest ecolog)', John Muir, would sit beside plants,
literally listening to them. For Muir, listening included analytical scrutiny, as well as "cultivating
empathy-that intuitive projection by which we imagine the character of another," 17. The passage
is cited in Walsh, et. al, "Trees, Forestry, and the Responsiveness of Creation," 430. Muir's attitude
illuminates Ralph Austin's.
Bacon, Hew Atlantis (1626), in The Works ofFrands Bacon (New York: Hood and Houghton,
1877), v.l. Part II, 355-413,401. Bacon was, of course, the major inspiration to members of the
Royal Society,which makes Austen's remarks even more fascinating. For a denunciation of forcing
vegetables, in particular asparagus, see Fwt\yn, Acetaria.
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It is true, we are not sensible Creatures-, But yet we are i
Creatures-, And we have a Nature in us some what analogous to
sence-, we have Perception, which is to us insteed of sence,
whereby we know what is good for us, and what is hurtfull to us-,
and thereby we chuse the one, and reject the other, in some warme
fertile sojles wee thrive much better than we do in cold, wett,
barren grounds-. And so in respect of situation, either towards
the Sun, orfrom it, in shady places. (7-8)

If trees know what is '-''goodfoC them, then our business is to find out
what this is, which we do by learning their language: watching how they
behave, what they like and dislike. Trees do not just embody symbolic
meaning; God does not just speak through them, but allows them their
own autonomous voice.^' This voice corresponds to a type of
individual agency. In Austen's imaginary, the affinity between men and
trees emerges when we accept that trees have a will—they "chuse" and
"reject^—^which we can interpret. To think like a tree is to know what
trees sense, to choose for trees what they would choose.
Austen underscores trees' capacity to determine what is best for
them by demonstrating how Uke people they are in this respect: after
hearing trees discourse on sympathy and antipathy, the husbandman
states: "We see the same thing amongst men, and Women: There is a
very great A.ntipathj, and contrariety in their 'Natures-, Therefore it is
necessary in order to Communion, fellowship, and agreement of
persons, and societies that they are of one, oralike Nature" (6). He makes
a similar argument regarding communion with God—^we must be like
God—such that altogether the husbandman's claims create a rhetorical
communion in which God, men, and trees are fused into a single logic
based on affinities. Austen expands this logic, as the husbandman notes
the spiritual consequences of sound horticultural practice:

® A symbol is necessarily an object, the antithesis of the perceiver. As Douglas Davies notes, "To
speak of symbolism as an evocative mode of thought is to presume that both perceiver and
perceived are set-within a mutual system of information yielding a higher order of knowledge than
exists at the outset. The integrity of subject and object is maintained as the active and passive
modes are reduced as antitheses." See "The evocative symbolism of trees,"in Denis Cosgrove and
Stephen Daniels, eds.. The Iconography ofluindscape:Esstp/s on the Symbolic Representation, Design andUse
ofRastEnvironments (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 32—42,33.The essay contains
an excellent discussion of Christian tree symboUsm.
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As these things are to be observed for our temporall
profitt among fruittrees, so also they serve as a very apposite
similitude to shaddow out a spirituall truth by way of analogie,
and resemblance of Gods dealing with his people, his Misticall
Fruittrees who, as a most wise, and carefuU Husbandman,
seeing his Fruittrees beare good Fruitts, he Prunes and orders
them (some perticulars more especially, and that in some
extraordinary manner) that they may bring forth more fruitts,
and better then before. (11)
There is a direct "analogie" between how God has arranged for us to
deal with actual, physical fruit trees, and how God himself—a "carefuU
Husbandman"—deals with humanity, whom Austen styles "Misticall
FruittreesF If we think of ourselves as trees, no less than if we assert
that trees have man-like bodies, it is hard to deny the unity of nature
and hence the solicitude that we owe plants. In this regard^ Dialogue
is the obverse of Evelyn's Dendrologio". both reflect similar convictions
about the affinities of men and plants, except that in the one trees
"instruct" us, while in the other we "educate" trees.
A Dialogue is Austen's reconfiguration of a much vaster work. The
Spirituall use of an Orchard: Heldforth in diverse Similitudes betweene Maturall
& Spirituall Fruittrees: according to Scripture and Experience, attached to his
major horticultural text,./I Treatise ofFruit-Trees if (FSh, 1657). According
to Austen's contemporary Anthony a Wood, "it is very probable that
\A Treatise] might have been printed more than twice had not he, the
author, added to, and bound with it another treatise as big as the
former.. .which being all divinity and nothing therein of the practice
part of gardening, many therefore did refuse to buy it."^" Similarly,
Blanche Henrey asserts that "the tract is so full of references to the
Scriptures that it contains little of value to the practical gardener."^^
Both comments fail to recognize that for Austen, "the Spirituall use of
an Orchard"is an element of its utility, such that without such "use" an
orchard diminishes in value. Both A Treatise and Spirituall Use unite in
a common purpose, fusing the immanent with the transcendent. In

'Wood, Athenae oxonknsis...To which are added the Fasti.. .A new edition...by 'Philip Bliss (1820), 4. See
Fasti (1691-92) Pt. 2, col. 174.
Henrey, British Horticultural History, vol.1,170.
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Spirituall Use, Austen shows how to use an orchard spiritually through
over a hundred analogies ("similitudes") between actual, "natural!" fruit
trees and their human, "spirimaU" counterparts. As in A Dialogue,
Austen addresses humanity as though it were a species of tree. In
tandem with A Treatise, Spirituall Use promotes the cultivation of fruit
trees because, inter alia, through their affinities with men they reveal-or
rather allow men to discover—God's purpose for humanity. Of course,
fruit trees also provide pleasure and profit, as the tide page of^ Treatise
prominendy asserts.
Indeed, A Treatise concerns more than practical husbandry and
makes specific reference to "Spirituall things
Fruit-trees beare the figure and resemblance of many
high and great Mysteries held forth to us in Tarables, Tropes, &
Allegories, which represent Morall, and Spirituall things, under
the shape and figure of these corporaU things. (1657 ed., 14)
Fruit trees are texts, much hike A Treatise and Spirituall Use; they operate
in the mode of Spirituall Use (and in fact, A Treatise), unfolding
mysteries stamped by God on the green world. Spirimal elements
animate A Treatise, just as practical elements make Spirituall Use a
plausible manual. Austen does not distinguish between the practical
and spirimal in promoting fruit-tree cultivation, as both texts
demonstrate. Thus A Treatise examines a biblical "Similitude between
NaturallandMysticalGrafting' which suggests that as wild olive branches
are grafted onto domesticated trees, contrary to the trees' namre, so
Gentiles could not assimilate with Jews. Austen's point is to
demonstrate God's use of fruit trees to convey spirimal tmths;
concomitantly, others (like Austen) may do likewise. A Treatise also
argues that planting fmit trees refreshes the spirit. Again, practical
horticulmre is less important than affect: "A Garden of Fruit-trees is
profitable.. .in respect of Uong life," since their growth encourages hope
and hope "works effecmally upon the spirits for Long Life":
Now the diligent Husbandman in this art ofplantingFruittrees, has good and sure grounds for Uope, not only from
many Promises in the Word, but likewise subordinate grounds
from Treason andExperience.This Hopeis sowen with the seeds
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of his Fruits, and springs up with them, and so from yeare to
yeare his Hope growes and increaseth with his Fmit-tms.
(24-25)
If we affiliate with our trees, watching over their development, their
growth will inspire us with hope—for their further growth, but also it
seems for our own. Our trees impart a reason to live, and in this sense
descend from the Tree of Life. Significantly, Austen refers to "seeds"
of hope "sowen" in us when trees are planted, aligning our nature with
Nature and specifically with an orchard that inspires us. Our trees
incarnate God's eschatological cosmos, filled with promise yet to be
fulfiUed.^^ In A Treatise, the financial profit from fruit trees—^produced
by following Austen's practical husbandry—^is inextricably entwined
with spiritual gain.^^ TTie relationship permeates Austen's rhetoric:
"How fitly does the Garden of Fmit-trees offer unto us that most
profitable and fruitfuU Meditation of our first fall, and originall sinne,
whereof we were guilty in such a Placi^ (30). Meditation bears fruit and
profits the spirit, as it should in Austen's logic, since humans are
"spirituall" fruit trees. As we attend to an orchard, reaping its financial
rewards, we find other less tangible rewards as well:
[T]his imployment of Planting Fruit-trees is above aU
humane arts.. .whereby this Affection of joy is kept fresh and
vigorous, which also keeps the spirits cheerfuU and lively: for
herein are many renovations, and a continuallprog'esse to the more
heni^e, and things mending and groining to the better. Joy is
continually renewed from yeare to yeare, yes, in divers
seasons of the yeare, there are fresh and newjqyes. (26)
A Treatise continually cites the enduring relationship that we can have
with trees, whose change amidst constancy holds our interest as it
raises our spirits. The argument is a corollary to Evelyn's observation
that evergreens remind us of eternal life.

On an ecology based on Christian eschatology, see Haught, "Christianity and Ecology."
For an analysis of how early horticultural texts routinely augment discussions of "profit" with
arguments concerning "pleasure" and more refined benefits, see Bushnell, Green Desire.
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The most fascinating example in A Treatise of non-utilitarian
discourse is the discussion of how fruit trees pleasure the senses, a
commonplace in the period but here pursued with charming,
idiosyncratic vigor. Each sense is given its due—as for example
hearing:
It is a pleasure to the Bare to heare the smet notes and tunes
of singing Birds, whose company a man shall be sure to have
in an Orchard, which is more pleasant there, then elsewhere,
because of other concurrent pleasures there: a Consort of
Mustek, is more pleasant then a single Instmment. (33)
Even in a tract devoted to the practicalities of siting, grafting, and
pruning, Austen advocates a sensate involvement with trees not unlike
that of the speaker in "A Garden." He gives permission to take time
from work, as Evelyn does in Kalendarium, so that the orchardist can
appreciate a green world that literally penetrates him with its
intense—^in this case vibrating—^life. Such physical commingling of
tree-life and personhood attaches humans to trees, creating an affective
bond that enhances the value of trees to the individual, irrespective of
returns from the sale of fruit. Austen suggests that we need not always
think about—"contemplate"—trees, and thereby seek to know God.
We need not always study trees, unraveling their intricacies, preserving
their niche in Creation. We can slow down and enjoy Creation, merging
with its rhythms. We can even cultivate Creation as a source of sensate
pleasure.
Spirituall Use pursues the theme of pleasure, introducing the tree's
perspective (that trees have a perspective is Austen's contribution to
nonfigurative horticultural discourse, reflecting an assumed affinity
between trees and sensate human beings):
As the Husbandman takes pleasure in his fruit-trees, so
they (in a sense) take pleasure in him: He delights to walke
among them, & converse with them, by meditation; search
ing out their Natures, and vermes, for Profitt, and advan
tages, he takes pleasure in their shade, (in heate of summer)
and in their wholsome fruits in their seasons. And the fruittrees also may be said to take pleasure in the husbandmans
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watering, dressing, and manuring; discovered by their
increase, strong and vigorous shootes, pleasant Blossomes,
and multitudes of fruits from yeare to yeare. (56)
Trees take pleasure responding to the husbandman, displaying shoots,
blossoms, and fruit that elicit his further attentions, setting up a
feedback loop that extends "from yeare to yeare." Human beings
depend on trees, as trees depend on them. Both send out stimuli that
in toto constimte a system of caU-and-response, a system of mumal
pleasuring—based on understanding—that bonds the one to the other,
like us, trees process information, albeit they manifest their
understanding in tree-Uke forms of taking pleasure. To avoid naive
anthropomorphism, Austen differentiates how trees show pleasure
with the qualifier "in a sense." However, his point is to present trees
reacting in ways that not only involve us intimately, but that participate
in a universal response—^pleasure—that affiliates men and plants. In
Spirituall Use, the practical—^what it takes to maintain an or
chard—ramifies into the metaphysical: in the foregoing passage,
searching out "Profitt, and advantages" entails a communicative
relationship with one's trees that situates human acts within a natural
system in which trees are equal participants.
Ultimately, the relationship between trees and men (between
natural and spirimal fruit trees) leads analogically to knowledge of our
relation to God. Austen's comments on the forgoing passage typify
how the process works:
This is another Similitude, &c. and shadowes out us this
Proposition. That There is a sweete fellowship, & communion
hetweene God, and his People, God delights in them, and they delight
in him.
Believers stand in the neerest Pslations to God that can
be. A.S a peculiar people unto God 1 Pet. 2. 9. As children to a
father, Rom. 8.17. As friends to God the father, and Christ,
James 2. 23. John 20. 17. As branches to the roote, or
stocke...In all which there is a wonderfiill union, and
neernesse set forth hetweene God and his people, wherein
there is delight, and Communion. (56-57)
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The affinity between trees and men, their capacity for sharing affective
relations, shows forth God's "neernesse" to those in communion with
Him. This unity between the green and the human is no less real than
commonplace unities among humans—we appreciate the one by
recognizing the other; it is no less real than unities cited in the Bible,
which we accept as inspired of God; and it is a pattern for the eternal
unity underlying salvation. In the logic of Spirituall Use, the affinity
between men and trees that extends from "yeare to yeare," premised
on the pleasure that each takes in the other, ramifies into a mutual
"delight" between God and man promised to last forever. Orchards are
not, therefore, patterns in themselves; it is our "Use" of orchards, our
situation in their midst as reflective, affective participants in their
growth that elicits their semiotic potency.^''
Austen makes this point in dozens of similitudes that shift the
dominant biblical metaphor from pastoral ("The Lord is my
shepherd") to georgic, that is, to a horticultural relation in which
husbandmen nurture trees:
The husbandman having great Plantations in hand,
calleth none to help him in his speciall Works, about his
Fruit-trees, but such persons as have skill, and experience in
the several! Works he sets them about; for if he should
imploy ignorant, and unskilfull men about grafting.
Inoculating, setting, and ordering of his young trees, they
would do more hurt, then good
This shadowes out unto us. That Those who have not the
sanctifying spirit andgrace of God in them, are unfitfor the works ofthe
ministry: such bring more prejudice then advantage to the Church of
God.Ministers of the Gospell.. .2ite. Gods Husbandmen, Cofellow-laborers with God in his Orchards, and Gardens
(his Churches) about his spirituallfruit-treer.We are laborers together
with God, 1. Cor. 3. 9. (76—77)

34

Throughout his oeuvre, Austen advocates dialogue between men and trees. The requirement,
consistendy undermining man's centrality in Creadon, challenges received wisdom. As Mikhail
Bakhtin asserts, dialogue is a "means of seeking truth [that] is counterpoised to ^aa/monologism,
which pretends to possess a readj-made truthP See Problems oJDostoevsIzj's Poetics, translated by Caryl
Emerson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), 110.
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Austen starts with the practical observation that husbandmen should
employ experienced labor to ensure the growth of young trees, and
reasons by analogy that ministers ("Gods Husbandmen") should
likewise be fit to serve. Their flocks are spirimal fruit trees, potentially
as tender as saplings. In Austen's extended metaphor, the collocation
of spiritual fruit trees—the Church—^is an orchard, subject to "more
prejudice then advantage" if the right men do not serve alongside God.
God is the ultimate husbandman. In Spirituall Use, the relationship
between men and trees is both mundane and sacerdotal; even as we go
about orcharding, our actions signify in another, more eternally
resonant frame of reference. Austen's point is that by cultivating an
orchard we create oppormnities for a richer, more thoughtful relation
to the totality of existence—mundane and spirimal, temporal and
eternal.
Indeed, just as Evelyn acknowledges that evergreens remind us of
the glorious dead, and thus embody history, Austen argues that a tree's
life-history instmcts us as to our own spirimal development:
The Husbandman prepares (in his Nursery) such wild Plants as
he intends to bring, and plant in his Garden: He plants none in his
Orchard, or Garden (where they are to ffow a long time) but such as are
first ingrafted, prepared andgrowenfitforthatpurpose in that Nursery.
This shadowes out unto us: That Those whom God
purposeth to bring (hereafter) into his Celestiall Paradice, heprepareth
them for it here, in this life. The Whole Earth is Gods great Nurs
ery, where he hath Plants growing of all sorts, and ages, some
newly spmng up, wild, and unmanured, others well growen,
Engrafted, and prepared, for the heavenly Canaan, whom he is
daily removing, and transplanting thither: preparation for this
Garden of God, is absolutely necessary. (47)
A mixed metaphor in the last paragraph fuses the practice of keeping
tender plants in a nursery (a practice discussed in A Treatise) with the
idea that in this Ufe God readies us for the next. Austen's rhetoric
retains elements of^ Treatise, with its concern for grafts and manures,
even as it describes a spirimal nursery where God is a husbandman
with humans in his care. The point, of course, is that in both cases,
"preparation.. .is absolutely necessary." However, while we allowGod to
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prepare us, plants—described in insistendy passive language—are
merely acted on: "ingrajied, prepared and growen Jit. " Austen's rhetoric
illustrates the complex status of humans in his discourse: though they
possess many attributes of trees, their agency is greater. While we can
therefore learn analogically from trees, analogies are never perfect since
the affinities that we bear to trees are valenced to human nature. That
namre, of course, is post-edenic and fallen, though in a perverse catch22 we must therefore smdy trees aU the more. We must reverse the
process of the fall, attending to trees for instruction that brings us
closer to God, rather than distancing us from Him.
The discourse celebrating our affinity to trees is thus a complex
amalgam of horticultural praxis, in which the spiritual value of trees is
seen to augment the importance of planting them, and a type of
eschatological praxis concerned to restore the harmony in namre that
existed before the fall. Most particularly, it is an early formulation of
trees' effect on the mind as reason enough for letting them be.

